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I. INTRODUCTION 
Oxygen has a very low solubility in aqueous solutions, and with rare 
exceptions we find that oxygen is carried in the circulation almost entirely in 
combination with a special oxygen-binding protein. Four main types of such 
proteins are found in the animal kingdom: hemoglobins, chlorocruorins, 
hemerythrins, and hemocyanins. The most widely distributed in the animal 
kingdom are the hemoglobins, which are found in all phyla. The chloro- 
cruorins are modified hemoglobins found in only a few families of polychaete 
worms. 
In evolutionary terms the hemoglobins are ancient molecules, and they 
come in many sizes. The large hemoglobins, of molecular weight around 106, 
are found only in invertebrates, Generally the large molecules are found free 
in the plasma, whereas the small ones are packaged in cells, the red blood 
cells. In red cells of almost all vertebrates hemoglobin is a tetramer of two 
similar basic chains; for example, in adult humans the tetramer consists of 
two a and two /3 chains. The monomers are of molecular weight (16-17)x 103. 
However, another molecule, a monomeric oxygen-binding globin called tissue 
hemoglobin or myoglobin, is found in heart and red skeletal muscle cells. It is 
found in invertebrates as well as vertebrates. This review is concerned with 
the function of myoglobin, but brings in hemoglobin because both have been 
used in some of the work on facilitated diffusion of oxygen. 
Myoglobin has been thought to serve as a long term and short term 
oxygen store [l]. In the muscles of diving mammals and birds the concentra- 
tion of myoglobin is very high, giving the muscles a dark red to near-black 
color depending on the degree of oxygenation. In the divers it may serve as 
an oxygen store sufficient for a few minutes. In nondiving animals red 
muscles have much lower concentrations of myoglobin, and it has been 
suggested that the myoglobin serves as a short term store to provide oxygen 
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during the contractile phase of strong rhythmic contractions; during the 
contractions blood flow is markedly reduced. Finally, it has been proposed 
that myoglobin plays its major role in facilitating the diffusion of oxygen 
inside muscle cells. 
The work on facilitation of oxygen diffusion by myoglobin falls into two 
main phases. The first is the demonstration of facilitation of diffusion of 
oxygen across porous membranes saturated with concentrated aqueous solu- 
tions of hemoglobin or myoglobin. Accompanying this experimental work 
there have been intensive efforts on the analysis of the experimental results in 
terms of reaction-diffusion theory. It turns out to give an interesting two 
point boundary value problem in second order nonlinear differential equa- 
tions. The second and more recent phase of this work has involved experi- 
mental efforts to demonstrate the facilitation of oxygen diffusion by 
myoglobin in living slices of muscle or in perfused muscles. Accompanying 
this work there have been a few attempts to model oxygen diffusion and the 
contribution of myoglobin in cylindrical tissue domains surrounding a 
capillary. 
The biological literature up to 1970 is reviewed in the papers by Witten- 
berg [l] and Kreuzer [2]. Good reviews of the experimental background and 
mathematical approaches from a more general viewpoint, with inclusion of 
applications and theory in chemical engineering, are given by Schultz et al. 
[3] and Goddard et al. [4]. Here, I try to give what I hope is a fairly complete 
bibliography for the work on myoglobin since 1970 and include relevant 
work on hemoglobin. 
II. FACILITATED DIFFUSION THROUGH POROUS MEMBRANES 
1. BASIC EXPERIMENTS 
Interest in the possible role of myoglobin and hemoglobin in facilitating 







Phase r flow 2 
FIG. 1. Diagram of experimental arrangement for measuring steady state transfer of 
oxygen across porous membrane saturated with a solution of myoglobin or hemoglobin. P,, 
and PL are partial pressures of oxygen. 
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of Millikan [6]. However, the experiments that really ignited the interest in 
this phenomenon that led to the modem modeling work were done in the 
period 1956-1960 [7-111. These involved measurement of steady state move- 
ment of oxygen across a porous membrane that contained a solution of 
hemoglobin or myoglobin and separated two gas phases that were flushed 
with gases containing different concentrations of oxygen. The basic experi- 
mental setup is shown diagrammatically in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows the total 
steady state flux of oxygen across such a membrane when PO, is near zero on 
side 2 as well as the expected diffusive flux of 0, alone. The experimental 
evidence that the extra or facilitated flux is due to diffusion of oxyhemoglo- 
bin or oxymyoglobin may be summarized briefly as follows: 
(1) The flux is saturable in the partial pressure of 0, on side 1. 
(2) If the partial pressures on sides 1 and 2 are both raised, maintaining 
the gradient, so that the hemoglobin will be practically saturated at both 
sides of the membrane, the facilitated flux disappears. 
(3) If the hemoglobin is oxidized to methemoglobin, a form which no 
longer binds molecular oxygen, there is no facilitated flux. 
(4) The facilitated flux per unit hemoglobin or myoglobin concentration 
increases linearly with the diffusion coefficient of the heme-protein. 
(5) If the viscosity of the medium is increased the facilitated flux de- 
creases. 




FIG. 2. Dependence of steady state oxygen flux on PO, in phase 1. PO, in chamber 2 is 
very low and fixed. 
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Wittenberg’s [l] review and the original literature cited there. Early in the 
game [lo] it was suggested that rotation of the heme-protein molecules and 
transfer of oxygen between adjacent molecules might explain the facilitation, 
but calculations show that the contribution from rotational diffusion must be 
very small [12, 131. 
2. THE STEADY STATE EQUATIONS FOR MYOGLOBIN 
We shall concentrate on myoglobin, which has only one binding site for 
oxygen, so the reaction is bimolecular as in Equation (1). Let 
Mb+0 *hbO2, 
k, 
where u, v, and w stand for the concentrations of Mb, MbO,, and 0, 
respectively. (A glossary of symbols is given in Section VI.) For hemoglobin 
there are four binding sites per molecule which interact, so that the reaction 
equations are more involved, but in fact Equation (1) has also been used to 
describe facilitated diffusion in hemoglobin solutions. To develop the full 
time-dependent equations, look at a slab of membrane extending from depth 
x to x + dx and write the balance equation for u, u, and w (Figure 3) to 
obtain Equations (2)-(4) assuming D,, D,,, D, are constant: 
aw azw 
at = DUG - k,uw + k,v, 
au a% 
at = DuQ - k,uw -I k,v, 
au a2v 
at = D,,2 + k,uw - k,v. 
_& awm, --I- -D awtxtdx) ax . ax 
X x+dx 
FIG. 3. Thin slice used for deriving balance equations. 
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We are concerned for the moment only with the steady state. Furthermore, 
the oxygenated and nonoxygenated forms have the same diffusion coeffi- 
cients, D, = D,,. Consequently, at any point in the membrane u + v = b, a 
constant, the total concentration of myoglobin. Using that relation, the 






These two equations, with four proper boundary conditions, which are 
developed in the next section, give a well-posed mathematical problem. 
Another approach is to use the relation between (5) and (6) to reduce 
them to a single second order differential equation with auxiliary conditions. 
Add (5) and (6) and integrate once to obtain (7), in which J, is the total flux 
of oxygen, which is of course constant in the steady state: 
-J=D,dw+&. 
I H dx ” dx (7) 
Now integrate (7) to obtain 
-.J,x+C=D,,(x)+D,v(.). (8) 
Solve (8) for w(x), and substitute in (6) to obtain 
D$=-$(b-v)(C-J,+-Dp)+k2v. 
* 
The corresponding equation in w is obtained by substituting for v in (5). 
Evaluating (8) at x = 0 and x = L gives auxiliary conditions 
D,w(O) + D,,u (0) = C, 
D,w(L)+D,,v(L)=-J,L+C. 
(10) 
Note that J, and C are not known. Of the boundary values w(0) and w(L) 
are known, but v(0) and v(L) are not known; the boundary conditions on v 
are du/dx = 0 at x = 0, L. Now, instead of the two second order differential 
equations (5) and (6) with four boundary conditions, we have one second 
order differential equation (9) with the two boundary conditions on v and the 
coupled auxiliary equations (10). This formulation of the problem or the 
corresponding one in w has been used as the starting point for much of 
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the work using singular perturbation methods, and we shall return to it in 
that context. 
3. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
To solve two simultaneous second order equations four conditions are 
needed. These it turns out are split between the two sides of the membrane, 
so this is a two point boundary value problem. 
Two conditions follow immediately from the inherent physics of the 
problem. The protein cannot cross the boundary between the aqueous phase 
in the membrane and the gas phases in chambers 1 and 2 of Figure 1. Thus 
the boundaries are reflecting boundaries for u, and two of the boundary 
conditions are given by 
(11) 
The other two boundary conditions involve the oxygen, which can cross 
the boundary between the aqueous and gaseous phases. The actual conditions 
depend on how the partial pressures are set in chambers 1 and 2 and whether 
or not there is any resistance to movement of oxygen across the interface. 
(i) Let PO and PL be the partial pressures of oxygen in chambers 1 and 2 
respectively; these are measured in the experiments. If there is no resistance 
to oxygen movement across the interface, then the dissolved oxygen at the 
surfaces will be in equilibrium with the gas phases. Therefore, if LX, is the 
solubility in the aqueous phase, the following equations give the other two 
boundary conditions: 
w(O) = a3p0, W(L) = QsPL. (12) 
(ii) If there is any resistance to flow of oxygen across the air-liquid 
interface because of some boundary layer effect, one obtains a different pair 
of boundary conditions in place of the equations (12). 
Let G be the conductance of the boundary layer and J, be the total oxygen 
flux in the steady state. Then the following equations give the flux across the 
boundaries: 
J,=G[P,,-P(O)]=G[P(L)-P,]. (13) 
Here P(0) and P(L) are the partial pressures of oxygen within the membrane 
at x = 0 and x = L respectively. But from Equations (7) and (11) we also 
have 
J,=-D%,g =-D&,2 . 
0 L 
(14) 
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Substituting the relations (14) into (13) with w(0) = ,$P(O) and w(L) = 
a,P(L), one obtains the conditions (15) in place of (12): 
w(O) Dw dw 
--7 z o=po as 
w(L) Dw dw 
as 
+G z L=PL 
(15) 
4. PARAMETER VALUES 
To illustrate the orders of magnitudes of the parameters, Table 1 gives 
values used by Jacquez et al. [14]. 
5. NORMALIZED EQUATIONS 
To normalize Equations (5) and (6) and the boundary conditions, trans- 
form the variables as shown: 
w=w/w, (w()=a,Po), 
V= v/b, (16) 
y = x/L. 
Thus 0 6 y 6 1, 0 Q W 6 1, 0 6 V G 1. Substituting in (5) and (6) gives us 
d2W 
- = aPy(l- v) w- a/3v, 
dy2 
d2V 
- = - cyy(l- v)w+ av. 
dr2 
TABLE 1 
Values for Parameters of Hemoglobin and Myoglobin at 20°C 
(17) 
(18) 
h (moles/cm3) 0.9375 x 10 5 2.125 x 10 5 7.2 x 10 - 6 
D,, (cm’/sec) 3.6 x 10 - ’ 6.8 x 10 - 8 8.6 x 10 - ’ 
QV (cm2/sec) 1.4x10~5 7.ox1o-6 1.5x1o-5 
k, (cm3/mole set) 3.0x109 3.0x109 14.0 x 109 
k, (set -‘) 40 40 11 
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The dimensionless parameters are 
(Y= k,L2/D,,, 
P = D,b/Dwwc, , 
Y = k,w,/k,. 
(19) 
Note that (Y is the ratio of the backward rate constant to a rate constant 
characteristic for diffusion across a membrane of thickness L, p is a ratio of 
maximum possible diffusion rates, and y is the ratio of forward to backward 
rate constants at the left side of the membrane. Yung and Probstein [15] used 
the equation in u corresponding to Equation (10) and used y, l/a, and 
6 = l/@y = D,/k, L2b as dimensionless parameters. Both (Y and l/6 are 
ratios of reaction rate constants to rate constants characteristic for diffusion 
across the membrane, i.e. Damkohler numbers of the second kind. 
Table 2 gives values for the dimensionless parameters for the values of the 
physical parameters given in Table 1. For L in the range l-100 Km the values 
of OL vary from fairly small values at L =l pm to very large values. It is 
obvious that for L =lOO pm and even for 10 pm Equations (17) and (18) 
should be treatable by singular perturbation methods. It is equally clear that 
this cannot be true for L near 1 pm. 
In normalized form the boundary conditions (11) are given by 
dV - dV =o, 
4 o= dy, I I 
The boundary conditions (12) become 
w(0) = 1 




Values for Dimensionless Parameters at 20°C 
Human hemoglobin Horse hemoglobin 
15% 34% 15% 
a= k,L2/D,, 11.11 x lO’L2 5.88 x 10xL2 1.279 x 107L2 
atL=l pm 1.111 5.88 0.1279 
10 pm 111.11 5.88 x 102 12.79 
100 pm 11.11 x lo3 5.88 x lo4 1.279~10’ 
j3 = D,.h/D,.w, = D,,h/D,a,Po” 1.339 1.1468 2.152 
Y = k,\l;,/k, 13.50 13.50 190.91 
“For p0 = 100. 
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and the equations (15) become 
65 
W(O) - 
aDw dW s - =1 
GL dy o ’ 
w(1)+ 
PL Qw dW 
GL dy l=F’ 
(22) 
For the experimental setup and conventions usually used, Pr. < PO. 
6. THE STEADY STATE EQUATIONS FOR HEMOGLOBIN 
Although we concentrate on myoglobin and its function in muscle, it is 
worth pointing out the complications met with in dealing with hemoglobin. 
Hemoglobin has four binding sites for oxygen, so there are really five forms 
of hemoglobin with four consecutive reactions for adding oxygen, as il- 
lustrated by 
m-to ,2 HbO,, 
klh 
Hbo, + 0, 2 IWO,),, 
h 
Hb(O, )z + 02 2 Ia(O 
6, 
(23) 
The rate constants are the constants for hemoglobin as a tetramer. It is 
convenient to define rate constants on the basis of the individual sites at any 




in which k; and ki are the intrinsic rate constants. If the different binding 
sites are completely independent of one another in their reactions with 
oxygen, then ki = kt = k: = kf and k\ = ki = k: = k:. For hemoglobin the 
sites do interact, so the intrinsic rate constants differ, i.e. depend on the 
occupancy of the sites; these effects are referred to as cooperative effects in 
the biochemical literature. 
Let uO, ui, . . , u4 be the five forms of hemoglobin in ascending order of 
oxygenation. Equations (25)-(27) are the equations for the different com- 
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kiu,w - kbu,, (25) 
d*u 
DO 1 = - kju,_,w + kjp, + k;+‘u,w - k;+‘u;+l, 
dx* 
i =1,2,3, (26) 
d2u, 
D,.-- = - 
dx2 
k;u,w + k;u, (27) 
It is possible to rewrite these, with the equation for oxygen, as two equations 
that are formally similar to the steady state forms of Equations (3) and (4). 
However, the rate coefficients for this bimolecular reaction formulation are 
no longer constants. I follow the development of Gonzalez-Femandez and 
Atta [16]. Multiply each of Equations (25)-(27) by the corresponding value 
of i, in order, and sum and replace the rate constants by (24). This gives 
4 d2u 3 
4 
0, c i 2=--w c (4-i)k;+‘u,+ c ikiu,. 
{=I dx* i=o i=l 
(28) 
Note that the concentrations of unoccupied sites (u) and occupied sites (u) 
are given by 
u= 5 (4-i)ui, (29) 
1=0 
4 
v= C iu. I’ 
i=l 
Now define rate coefficients by 
5 k;+‘(4- i)u, 
ki= ‘=O3 
C (4-i)u, ’ 
i=O 
i ik;u, 
ki= j=: . 
(31) 
(32) 
Note that if the forward intrinsic rate constants are all equal, k; is a constant 
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equal to the forward intrinsic rate constant, and the same is true, mututis 
mutandis, for k;. Otherwise the rate coefficients k; and k; change as the 
proportions of the ui change. With the above substitutions Equation (28) 
becomes 
D d2u = - k’uw + kfv 
“dx2 1 
2 3 
which is formally the same as (6), and the equation for w reduces to 
D d2w 
- = k;uw - k;v, 
%’ dx2 
(33) 
which is formally the same as (5). 
In most of the early work and in some of the more recent work [l, 2, 14, 
17-251, Equations (33) and (34) have been used for hemoglobin with average 
values for k; and k;. This treats hemoglobin as though its oxygen saturation 
curve were hyperbolic like that of myoglobin. Gonzalez-Fernandez and Atta 
[16] use Equations (33) and (34), but take into account the dependence of k; 
and k; on the fractional saturation of the hemoglobin. For work in which the 
four step reaction mechanism is explicitly used, see the papers by Meldon 
et al. [26], Stroeve et al. [27], and Gijsbers and Van Ouwerkerke [28]. 
III. APPROACHES TO SOLUTIONS 
In this section we examine the nature of the solutions. Results on global 
existence, local uniqueness, and continuity are given by Hanna and Garner 
1291. 
1. THE NATURE OF THE SOLUTIONS: QUALITATIVE AND PHYSICALLY 
BASED ARGUMENTS 
Consider Equations (5) and (6) for the boundary conditions given by (12) 
with w(0) XX. w(L). Integrating Equation (7) across the membrane gives for 
the total flux the sum of two terms: 
4 = +wO)- w(L)1 + ~[v(O)- v(L)], 
J = Dww(O) f -+1-w(1)] + +qO)-Y(l)], 
J, = JD + J F. 
(35) 
The first term, Jo, is the same as the diffusive flux of oxygen when no carrier 
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is present; the second is the facilitated flux and depends on the carrier. Both 
terms are positive, so J, 2 Jo. We define the facilitation by 
JF D”b[ V(O)- V(l)1 
F= J, = D,w(O)[l- W(l)] . (36) 
If W(1) = 0, an upper bound for F is obtained by using the upper bound on 
V(O)- V(1) obtained by setting V(1) = 0 and V(0) equal to the equilibrium 
value for W(0) =l, which is y/(1+ y) = k,w,/(k, + k,wa). Thus (37) gives 
the upper bound for F: 
supF= 
D,b kwl [ 1 D,w, k, + k,w, . (37) 
The actual value of F is usually considerably less. 
From Equations (4) and (5) and u + u = b, the profiles in u and v must 
have the shapes shown in Figure 4(a). There must be a diffusive flux of u to 
the right and of u to the left. Since u starts with zero slope at the left side and 
must eventually decrease and approach the right boundary with zero slope, 
there must be a point in between where the second derivative is zero. 
Therefore u and w also have zero second derivatives at the same point; all 
have a point of inflection at the same distance into the membrane. For w, the 
profile would be a straight line if there were no carrier, as indicated by the 
dashed line in 4(b). If carrier is present (b > 0), the total flux is greater, but 
at the boundary all of the flux is carried by w (du/dxl, = 0), so w must start 
with initial slope more negative than when b = 0. As w diffuses to the right 
from the left boundary, some of it combines with carrier, so w must decrease 
more rapidly than in the absence of carrier. From the boundary conditions w 
must have the same slope at the right boundary as at the left. Therefore the 
derivative must increase in value to the inflection point, w crossing the 
dashed line en route, and the derivative must then decrease to the final slope 
at the right boundary. 
Referring to Figure 4(a) and (b), to the left of the inflection point 
d2 w/dx’ is positive and d 2v/dx2 is negative, and these switch signs to the 
right of the inflection point. Thus to the left of the inflection point v is below 
the equilibrium value for any value of w. Conversely, to the right of the 
inflection point v is above the equilibrium value. Put another way, to the left 
of the inflection point the reaction tends to load; to the right, unload. 
2. NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 
The method used by Kutchai et al. [18] and Jacquez et al. [14] is what 
Bellman and Kalaba [30] have called the method of quasilinearization. Since 
higher order differential equations can be written as simultaneous first order 








FIG. 4. Diagram 
w. 
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differential equations, let us illustrate the major steps with a boundary value 
problem in two first order nonlinear differential equations. Suppose the 
equations are 
with boundary conditions 
VI(O) =a, Y,(l) = b. (40) 
Guess solutions zt( x) and z2( x) that match the boundary conditions, and 
expand the right sides of (38) and (39) in Taylor’s series about zl(x) and 
z,(x), dropping terms after the first derivatives: 
2 =f1( x,z1,z*)+ g (Yl-zl)+ $ (Y2-z2) (41) 
Zl -2 
g =A( x,zr,z2)+ 2 (Y,-z,)+ E (Y*-zz) (42) 
21 -2 
Since zr and z2 are known functions of x, (41) and (42) are linear differential 
equations with variable coefficients. Write (41) and (42) in terms of the 
deviations e, = y, - z1 and e2 = y, - z2, giving 






JY, z, l aY, z2e2 
(44) 
with boundary conditions 
et (0) = 0, ez(l) = 0. (45) 
Divide [0, l] into n equal intervals, and rewrite (43) and (44) in terms of finite 
differences at the midpoint of each interval. With (45) this gives a set of 
simultaneous linear algebraic equations in et and e2 at each of the mesh 
points. Solve, correct zr and z2, and iterate. 
There is no guarantee of convergence, but if the process converges it 
converges quadratically. Since convergence depends on having good initial 
guesses for zt and z2, and it may be difficult to make such guesses for some 
problems, what is one to do? 
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One way around this difficulty is to use “continuation in parameter 
space. ” Generally the solutions will be continuous functions in some or all of 
the parameters. Furthermore one can usually find special values for one or 
more parameters for which the solutions are known or for which good 
approximations can be found. The strategy then is to solve the problem for 
such a value of the particular parameter and then change the value of the 
parameter, using the solutions for the previous value as the initial guesses for 
zi and z2 for the next value. In this way one can often find solutions for a 






I I I I I I 1 
0 .25 .50 75 1.0 
x/L 
FIG. 5. Solution for 1 pm membrane. 
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In the work of Kutchai et al. [18] a series of initial guesses for 25 pm and 
100 pm membranes failed to give convergence. For 1 pm membranes it was 
found that, using a straight line for W to connect its boundary values and 
taking V in equilibrium with W for initial guesses, the process converged 
rapidly. These solutions worked as initial guesses for 2 ym membranes. In 
this way solutions for 1, 2, 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 300, and 1000 pm membranes 
were generated in succession. Figures 5-8 show some profiles for W and V 
for membranes of different thickness with the parameters for hemoglobin. 
Gonzalez-Femandez and Atta [16] use a method that involves a piecewise 
linearization to generate numerical solutions. Both methods, [16] and [18], 
give essentially the same results. 
V(l)eq - - 
I I I I I I I I I 
0 .25 .50 75 1.0 
x/L 
FIG. 6. Solution for 10 pm membrane. 







I I I I I I 1 
0 .25 .50 75 1.0 
x/L 
FIG. 7. Solution for 25 pm membrane. 
As will be seen later, many of the approximation methods assume chemi- 
cal equilibrium or a quasiequilibrium in the membrane. The numerical 
methods used by Gonzalez-Femandez and Atta [16] and others [14, 181 do 
not make such assumptions. 
3. OTHER FINITE DIFFERENCE MODELS: THE COMPARTMENTAL 
APPROACH 
To attack the problem numerically, divide the interval [O,l] into n 
intervals and replace the derivatives by finite differences to obtain a set of 
difference equations on the grid points. This gives a set of simultaneous 
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Wlleq- - 
I I I I I I I 
0 .25 .50 75 1.0 
x/L 
FIG. 8. Solution for 100 pm membrane. 
nonlinear algebraic equations which can be very difficult to solve. To get 
around this one must use iterative linearizations of the type used in quasilin- 
earization. 
The previous methods involved a discretization of a continuum mathe- 
matical formulation of the problem. Another method is to introduce the 
discretization directly at the physical level of problem formulation by re- 
placing the membrane with a series of n well-stirred small partitions as in 
Figure 9. This gives n compartments in w and n in u which are linked. Mass 
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I I I I 
FIG. 9. Partition for deriving compartmental model. 





o=_ Dw(w,-1-w,) + Qv(W,-%) 
L/n L/2n 
- k,(b- 0,)~“; + k,$,. 
These finite difference approximations give n nonlinear algebraic equations 
in the w ‘s. Another set of n equations can be written for the u’s. Note that 
the boundary conditions are incorporated in the equations. Since these are 
nonlinear algebraic equations, an iterative linearization can be used to find 
the solutions. It turns out then that the formulation looks very much like the 
method of quasilinearization, an iterative linearization of a finite difference 
approximation. With this approach it is easy to explicitly include boundary 
layers at each surface of the membrane. 
4. ANALYTICAL APPROXIMATIONS 
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TABLE 3 
Parameter Values for Hemoglobin and Myoglobin (20°C) 
Parameter 
Cl = l/h 
cz = l/ay 
F =1/Y 
15% Mb 
- 1.5 x 10 IO/L? 
4 x 10 lo/L2 
0.005 
34% Hb 











Table 3 gives rough values for cr, c2, and p for 34% hemoglobin and 15% 
horse myoglobin. Obviously cr and c2 are extremely small for membranes 
thicker than about 10 pm, so a singular perturbation approach can be used, 
but this is certainly not true for thin membranes of the thickness of a red 
blood cell. For application to facilitated diffusion in the red blood cell (L = 2 
pm), the second derivative term is not negligible in comparison with the 
reaction terms, 
More generally, cr and c2 are Damkohler numbers of the second kind, 
ratios of a diffusion rate constant to a reaction rate constant. Thus as the 
diffusion becomes fast in relation to the chemical reaction rate, as in the thin 
membrane limit, the second derivative term becomes dominant and the 
solution approaches that of the simple diffusion problem without chemical 
reaction. Therefore for thin films a regular perturbation expansion should be 
applicable. Smith et al. [31] and Suchdeo and Schultz [32] provide this. Smith 
et al. [31] have shown that more than second order terms are required in the 
regular perturbation expansion to fit numerical results on 1 pm membranes. 
At the other extreme, the reaction rate becomes more and more important 
as the membrane thickness increases, the second derivative term eventually 
becomes negligible, and the solution approaches one in which the reaction is 
at equilibrium at all points in the membrane. For thick membranes a singular 
perturbation expansion has to be used; Schultz et al. [3] discuss criteria for 
near-diffusion and near-equilibrium conditions. The singular perturbation 
approach should be applicable to membranes 10 pm or more in thickness. 
Since most of the experimental studies with artificial membranes have used 
membranes of 100-500 pm in thickness, they should fall well in the range of 
the singular perturbation method [31]. Singular perturbation approaches are 
given by Murray [20], Mitchell and Murray [21], Kreuzer and Hoofd [17], 
Smith et al. [31], Schultz et al. [3], Goddard et al. [4], and Rubinow and 
Dembo [23]. 
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To illustrate the singular perturbation approach briefly, (51) gives the 
equation in w equivalent to Equation (9), in dimensionless form: 
1 d2W 
--=(l-cy-d+CV W- 







Note that J, and k’(0) are unknown and should come out of the solution of 
the equations. Integration of (51) would give two more constants of integra- 
tion, giving a total of four to be determined from the four boundary 
conditions. The solution in the interior of the membrane is written as an 
expansion in powers of c ‘I2 The zero order term of that expansion is . 
obtained from Equation (51) by setting z d2 W/dy2 = 0 and so corresponds to 
reaction equilibrium. 
In many of the early studies on hemoglobin the equilibrium assumption 
was used throughout the membrane to approximate the solutions; see Kreuzer 
and Hoofd [17] for references. However, the equilibrium assumption cannot 
hold out to the boundaries, because the boundary conditions dV/dy = 0 are 
then not satisfied. Actually, the equilibrium assumption gives a good ap- 
proximation at the left boundary even for membranes as thin as 2 pm [14, 
181; the problems arise at the right boundary. In Figures 5-8, the equilibrium 
value of V(1) for the given W(1) is shown as well as the true value of V(1). 
Note that V(1) approaches the equilibrium value as the membrane thickness 
increases. For more data on this see References [14] and [18]. 
Murray [20] specified W(O), W(1) and V(O), V(1) for boundary conditions 
to obtain the zero order solution, but pointed out that V(0) and V(1) cannot 
really be assigned arbitrarily, and Mitchell and Murray [21] affirmed that the 
proper boundary conditions on V are dV/dy = 0. This is a point worth 
emphasizing because consideration of experimental results has in fact con- 
fused the situation here. The experimental&t can measure P,,, PL, and the 
total flux J,, all with some experimental error. The assumption of equilibra- 
tion of gas at the membrane surface gives w(0) and w(L) from PO and P,.. 
The assumption of reaction equilibrium at the left boundary gives a good 
approximation to u(O) and hence C from the first equation of (lo), and using 
the measured value of J, then gives u(L) from the second equation of (10). 
Thus one might be tempted to use these values for boundary conditions. 
However, the V(0) and V(1) so obtained are influenced by the experimental 
errors. More importantly, these boundary conditions are not consistent with 
the inherent physics, the structure of the problem. The proper boundary 
conditions on Y are dV/dy = 0 at the boundaries; these, with Equations (17) 
and (18) and the boundary conditions W(0) and W(l), form a well-posed 
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problem, which has one solution for I/(O) and for V(1). Thus one cannot 
arbitrarily assign V(0) and V(1) and satisfy the problem with boundary 
conditions dV/dy = 0. 
In the thin boundary layers W can change rapidly, so that e d2 W/dy 2 is 
not necessarily negligible. To find solutions in the thin boundary layers 
stretching transformations are introduced, z = y/v(c) at the left boundary 
and n = (1 - y)/v( c) at the right boundary. The equation at the left boundary 
becomes 
l-czp(t)-d+; (52) 
Choosing q(c) = cl/* makes the equations in the boundary layers regular 
second order differential equations and provides the basis for using expan- 
sions in cl/*. Assuming V is app roximately constant in the boundary layers 
[17] converts (52) into a linear differential equation and gives exponential 
solutions in the boundary layers. 
In the complete singular perturbation method [33] the solution in the 
interior of the membrane (the outer solution) is obtained in powers of c112. 
Then, with the use of stretching transformations, the boundary layer solu- 
tions (the inner solutions) are obtained as expansions in cl/‘, and enough 
terms are retained to satisfy the boundary conditions and to match the inner 
solution at the transitions from the boundary layers to the interior. Rubinow 
and Dembo [23] give these expansions and show that the zero order term for 
the outer solution is adequate for hemoglobin but that for myoglobin terms 
in cl/* and in E have to be kept. 
IV. DELIVERY OF OXYGEN TO MUSCLE 
What is the role of myoglobin in oxygen uptake by muscle? From the 
amount of myoglobin in skeletal muscle and the rate of oxygen consumption 
one can calculate that the myoglobin could store enough oxygen to last about 
8 seconds at maximal oxygen consumption, or about 1 minute at rest. Thus it 
could serve as a buffer in sudden changes in activity. However, the major 
focus in recent years has been on its possible role in facilitating the diffusion 
of oxygen. Another possibility, on top of a facilitation effect, is that of a 
valving effect. At physiological Po,‘s the forward reaction rate is much faster 
than the backward rate, so there is the possibility that uptake of oxygen by 
myoglobin near capillaries acts like a valve favoring 0, uptake during 
oscillation of PO, at the capillary. 
Let us examine these possibilities in light of the structural and functional 
characteristics of skeletal muscle. But first, is there any experimental evidence 
for the role of myoglobin in oxygen uptake? 
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1. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACHES TO MYOGLOBIN FUNCTION IN MUSCLE 
In 1968 Moll[34] measured diffusion coefficients for myoglobin in homo- 
genates of rat muscle and calculated values of 1.5 x 10 ~’ cm2/sec at 20°C 
and 2.7 x 10 ’ at 37°C. He concluded’that the contribution of facilitated 
diffusion of oxygen was small. 
A number of studies have been made on intact muscle fibers. Wittenberg 
and Wittenberg [35] measured oxygen consumption in thin bundles of resting 
muscle fibers from pigeon breast muscle as a function of the Po2, in uitro. As 
the PO, increases, oxygen consumption saturates. At Po,'s around that for 
half maximal uptake, inactivation of the myoglobin by reacting it with nitrite, 
hydroxylamine, or hydroxyethylhydrazine cut oxygen consumption ap- 
proximately in half, but about the same saturation level of uptake was 
reached when PO, was increased. Thus there was a right shift in the curve of 
oxygen consumption versus PO,. This situation was modeled by Murray [36] 
and Taylor and Murray [37] as a uniformly distributed consumption in a 
circular cylinder of myoglobin with constant PO, at the surface. Subse- 
quently, Cole, Wittenberg, and Caldwell [38] tried a similar experiment with 
isolated dog heart perfused with a hemoglobin-free fluorocarbon-Ringer 
lactate. Addition of 8 mM nitrite to the perfusate, to inactivate the myoglo- 
bin, had no effect on oxygen consumption or on mechanical performance. 
More recently Cole [39] has shown that in exercising gastrocnemius-plantaris 
of the dog, perfusion with a hydrogen-peroxide-containing solution to in- 
activate myoglobin decreased oxygen consumption to about 65% of the 
pretreatment level. An unexplained finding in this study is that contractile 
tension fell in parallel with oxygen consumption, so one must wonder 
whether other components of the muscle fiber were damaged by the hydro- 
gen peroxide. 
Gayeski and Honig [40] looked at the oxygen saturation of myoglobin in 
single cells of dog gracilis that had been frozen rapidly and brought to 
- 110°C. They found that the myoglobin is highly saturated at just about all 
sites in resting gracilis muscle and concluded that facilitated diffusion of 
oxygen on myoglobin could not play a significant role in this muscle at rest. 
There are two interesting studies on oxygen transfer into or across thin 
slices of respiring chicken gizzard muscle, a smooth muscle with a high 
myoglobin content. Schwarzmann and Grunewald [41] used the rapid freeze 
method and spectrophotometry to measure the profile of myoglobin satura- 
tion in slices of chicken gizzard equilibrated with known pressures of oxygen 
at the surfaces. From comparison of the profiles with theory they concluded 
that the mobility of myoglobin in their preparation was limited and facili- 
tated diffusion made only a small contribution to movement. de Koning et al. 
[42] measured steady state oxygen transfer across the same preparation and 
used carbon monoxide to block myoglobin. Carbon monoxide would be 
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expected to inhibit oxygen consumption as well. They concluded that oxygen 
consumption interferes with the facilitation effect and that the facilitation 
was less than that expected from theory. Both of these studies have the 
drawback that they look at oxygen movement across a slice which is many 
cells thick but compare the results with those expected from a theory in 
which myoglobin is assumed to be uniformly distributed and free to move 
across the slice [43]. The myoglobin is restricted to the cells and cannot move 
freely across the cell boundaries, so one would expect this to decrease the 
facilitation effect. Gonzalez-Femandez and Atta [44] have shown that the 
facilitation decreases as the number of membranes in the diffusion path 
increases. As the number of protein-impermeable barriers increases, the limit 
is that of nomnobile binding sites, for which there cannot be any steady state 
facilitation. The important question is whether there can be any significant 
facilitation within one cell, between the surface and the mitochondria. 
In balance these studies suggest that myoglobin could play a role in 
oxygen uptake in muscle, but do not provide evidence for any strong 
facilitation effect in normal resting muscle. 
2. SKELETAL MUSCLE: STRUCTURAL AND FUNCTIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 
(a) Structure. Skeletal muscle cells, also called muscle fibers, are long, 
approximately cylindrical cells that may have diameters of 10 to 100 pm. The 
plasma membrane is a lipid and protein membrane similar to that of other 
cells, but is usually called the sarcolemma. Each cell has in it many long, 
parallel cylindrical units of about 1 pm diameter, called the myofibrils. Each 
myofibril is made up of short cylindrical units stacked end to end, called 
sarcomeres; a diagram is shown in Figure 10. Each sarcomere is made up of 
two types of thin unit fibers arranged longitudinally along the fiber: actin 
and myosin. The two types of fibers interdigitate, neither extending the full 
length of a sarcomere. Actin filaments extend from the Z line in either 
direction, whereas the myosin fibers lie in the A band. In contraction these 
Z line 
4 
sarcamere A I 
bands 
FIG. 10. Diagram of myofibril with sarcomeres. 
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two filament types slide past each other, shortening the sarcomere. In 
shortening the transverse diameter of the muscle cell increases. For more 
details on the structural relations between muscle, muscle cell, myofibril, and 
the actin and myosin filaments see Bloom and Fawcett [45] and Smith [46]. 
Surrounding the myofibrils is a system of connected tubules and vesicles 
called the sarcoplasmic reticulum [47]. The sarcoplasmic reticulum releases 
Ca+ to initiate contraction and takes it up again after contraction. At the Z 
lines expanded sacs of the sarcoplasmic reticulum come in contact with 
tubules that are invaginations of the cell membrane: the transverse tubular 
system. The latter is involved in relaying the depolarization signal in to the 
sarcoplasmic reticulum. 
Oxygen consumption occurs in another set of membrane-bound struc- 
tures, the mitochondria, which are about 0.1 urn in diameter and one to a few 
micrometers in length. The mitochondria are found between the myofibrils 
and also just under the sarcolemma. In oxidative metabolism, ATP, the final 
common chemical unit of energy transfer in cells, is generated in the 
mitochondria as the final product of a series of chemical reactions which 
involve use of molecular oxygen, 0,. ATP is used in the muscle cell directly 
at the contractile fibers and also for uptake of calcium by the sarcoplasmic 
reticulum and for ejection of calcium across the sarcolemma. 
(b) The Mitochondria and Oxygen Consumption. There are three types of 
muscle fibers, which used to be called the red, intermediate, and white fibers 
[48, 491 and now are designated I, IIa, and IIb. Types I and IIa are oxidative 
fibers, i.e. work oxidatively, whereas the IIb fibers are the fast glycolytic 
fibers. Type I fibers are the smallest in diameter, have the largest amount of 
mitochondria, and have a high myoglobin content. These are the fibers 
involved in repetitive oxidative contraction. Type IIa fibers have less 
mitochondria and less myoglobin, whereas IIb fibers have few mitochondria 
and no myoglobin. It is the type I fibers that are of primary interest for us. 
Oxygen consumption occurs in the mitochondria, and the three fiber types 
differ in the disposition, number, and types of mitochondria in them. All 
fiber types have pairs of mitochondria encircling myofibrils at the I band. 
Thus these give a fairly regular pattern of distribution throughout the muscle 
fiber. Intermediate and red fibers have, in addition, columns of mitochondria 
arranged between myofibrils, the intermyofibrillar mitochondria, and a layer 
of mitochondria just below the surface, the subsarcolemmal mitochondria. 
The difference between the two appears to be quantitative: the intermediate 
fibers have less mitochondria. In cross section, the red fibers have a distinc- 
tive arrangement of mitochondria with a heavy subsarcolemmal band and an 
arrangement of intermyofibrillar mitochondria that gives a banding effect. 
This is shown diagrammatically in Figure 11. The articles by Gauthier [49] 





FIG. 11. Diagram of idealized red muscle fiber showing arrangement of capillaries and 
mitochondria. 
and Hoppeler et al. [50] should be consulted for pictures of these arrange- 
ments. Furthermore the subsarcolemmal and intermyofibrillar mitochondria 
differ, the latter having higher enzyme activities and oxygen uptake per 
milligram of protein [51]. 
Training appears to have two effects. It is well documented that en- 
durance training increases the mitochondrial content of red muscle [52, 531, 
both intermyofibrillar and subsarcolemmal. There is also evidence that there 
is an increase in oxygen uptake per milligram of mitochondrial protein, the 
increase being greater in the subsarcolemmal mitochondria [47]. 
It has been estimated that the Po, at the mitochondria lies between 0.2-2 
Torr [l], but this may not be true for the subsarcolemmal mitochondria. 
Oxygen consumption by mitochondria shows a saturation effect describable 
with a Michaelis-Menten type of relation. Estimates of the K, run from P,,'s 
of 0.2-0.3 Torr at 37°C [54] to a calculated value of 1 Torr [55]. But for 
chicken gizzard de Koning et al. [42] give a value of 2.25 Torr. Chance [56] 
gives values of 0.052-0.085 PM (0.033-0.054 Torr) for beef heart 
mitochondria at 25°C and B&mu and Satre [57] give values of 0.14-0.19 ).LM 
(0.088-0.12 Tort) for rat liver mitochondria and 0.26-0.28 ~.LLM (0.16-0.18 
Torr) for beef adrenal cortex mitochondria, both at 26.5”C. 
A significant conclusion from what is known of mitochondrial disposition 
is that oxygen consumption cannot be considered to be uniformly distrib- 
uted. In fact the disposition of the mitochondria appears to be such that they 
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are close to the sites where ATP is required: the cell membrane (subsarco- 
lemmal) and the actomyosin and sarcoplasmic reticulum (the intermyofibril- 
lar and the mitochondria at the I bands). Whatever the situation with respect 
to diffusion of oxygen, the mitochondria are disposed so that the ATP they 
produce will not have to diffuse far. 
(c) The Blood Supply. The capillaries in skeletal muscle tend to run 
parallel with the muscle fibers. However, their number and arrangement 
differ for the different fiber types. White fibers have few capillaries, which 
tend to run a fairly straight course with cross connections, giving the 
appearance of long loops. The red fibers have many cross connections, and 
the capillaries wander around the fiber’s surface, covering a considerable 
portion of it [58, 591. The high oxidative red fibers may have 6-8 capillaries 
around a fiber, whereas the low oxidative fibers may have only one or less 
(see Figure 3 of Romanul [59]). In red fibers the capillaries indent the cell, 
and just underneath the capillaries the subsarcolemmal sheath of 
mitochondria is thinned or absent, as is shown diagrammatically in Figure 11 
which is a diagrammatic idealization of Figure 6 from Hoppeler et al. [50] 
and Figure 3 from Romanul [59]. Furthermore there is a continuous flow in 
the capillaries that are open around red fibers and an intermittent flow to 
capillaries of white fibers. Not all capillaries are open when a muscle is not 
working; more and more open as muscular effort increases. Finally it should 
be remembered that most muscles are mixed, containing all three types of 
fibers, which are not randomly mixed, so capillary distribution is nonuni- 
form, following the distribution of fiber types. In heart muscle, on the other 
hand, there is evidence [60] that the capillaries are distributed in an ordered 
square array. 
The partial pressure of oxygen in pulmonary alveoli is about 100 Torr, 
while that in mixed blood leaving the lungs is about 97 Torr [54]. Arterial 
blood in peripheral arteries has been reported to have a partial pressure of 
95-100 Torr in 20-30 year olds and 87-91 Torr in 50-60 year olds [61]. In 
exercise arterial PO, remains unchanged while cardiac output and the dif- 
ference between arterial and mixed venous blood oxygen increase [62]. 
Presumably some oxygen can diffuse across the walls of small arteries, so the 
Po, of blood entering the capillaries may be lower [63, 641, but even at a 
partial pressure of 80 Torr the hemoglobin is saturated 95% with oxygen. At 
rest the mixed venous blood has a PO, near 40 Torr, and this falls with 
exercise. During contraction the flow increases [65], but not as rapidly as the 
oxygen consumption. At the same time the resistance to flow increases in a 
unit capillary; the increase in flow is due to opening of more capillaries. In 
rhythmic contraction flow becomes cyclic, decreasing during the contractile 
phase and increasing during relaxation. At maximal contraction the oxygen 
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saturation of venous blood leaving muscle falls to as low as 28% (PO, = 17-18 
Torr) in cat soleus and 11% (PO, = 8-9 Torr in cat gastrocnemius [55]. 
3. PARAMETER VALUES 
In this section I want to gather together values for parameters and present 
supporting arguments where I think they are needed. 
Myoglobin appears to be distributed uniformly in the cytoplasm of red 
muscle fibers [66, 671. Wittenberg [l] summarizes data on the myoglobin 
content of skeletal muscles. For the soleus, which is a good example of a red 
muscle, we can use 0.45 x 10 - 3 mole/(kg wet weight). About 3 of the muscle 
volume is due to mitochondria, and it is highly likely that myoglobin is 
excluded from mitochondria, giving 0.675X10 3 mole/kg in cytoplasm. 
Furthermore the myofibrillar proteins myosin and actin constitute up to 18% 
of the weight, so if one takes into account the volume occupied by the 
myofibrils, myoglobin must be at approximately a concentration of 0.8 x 10 3 
moles/kg in the cytoplasm between the myofibrils. We shall use 0.8 x 10 _ 3; 
a range of (0.5-l) X 10 _ 3 probably brackets the actual values. 
Myoglobin diffusion has recently been measured by NMR in freshly 
excised beef heart; it has a diffusion rate intracellularly about one-half that 
in dilute solution, about the same as in an 18% solution of bovine serum 
albumin [68]. The diffusion coefficient of myoglobin in an 18% solution is 
7 X 10 - ’ cm’/sec at 20°C [69]. From the Sutherland-Einstein relation, 
D = RT/N6mqr, one obtains 
D 310 310 9293 -=__- 
D 293 293 9310 
to correct from 20 to 37°C. The correction factor for viscosity is not available 
for the protein solution. Using the viscosities for water, n293/n7310 = 1.45, 
gives D,, = 1.07 X 10 -6 cm2/sec. For oxygen the diffusion coefficient is 
1.2 X 10 _ ’ cm2/sec at 25°C for an 18% hemoglobin solution. Correcting to 
37°C gives 1.6 X 10 - ’ cm2/sec. During exercise muscle temperatures may 
rise to 41’C. If we take 40°C the values for D, and D, become 1.15~10~~ 
and 1.97 X 10 - 5 cm2/sec respectively. 
Table 4 summarizes parameter values with references to sources and the 
values used by Fletcher [70]. Gonzalez-Fernandez and Atta [44] use values in 
the same range of values but do not include oxygen consumption in their 
problem. Note that Fletcher uses a value for oxygen consumption at rest that 
is 7 times larger than the figure reported by Folkow and Halicka [65]. The 
discrepancy appears to go back to Wyman’s paper [12]. Wyman quotes an 
oxygen consumption of 4.96 X 10 _ * mole/cm3 set for resting skeletal muscle. 
However, the Biological Handbook Metabolism [72] gives values that vary 
from 1.8 X 10 9 for human skeletal muscle to (6-8)X10 9 for rat skeletal 
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muscle. Possibly the oxygen consumption for steady state contraction was 
mistaken for the resting condition. Wyman also used 2.8 x 10 - ’ mole/cm3 
for the myoglobin concentration, whereas Wittenberg [l, Table 31 gives 
5 X 10 - ‘. Using Wyman’s figures, one calculates that the myoglobin-bound 
oxygen would last 2.8 X 10 ‘/4.96X 10 _ ’ = 5.6 set at rest. Using 5 x 10 _ ’ 
mole/cm3 for the myoglobin concentration and Folkow and Halicka’s data 
for oxygen consumption gives a maximum for the oxygen bound to myoglo- 
bin that would last 74 set at rest and 8.4 set at maximal steady state 
contraction. 
4. PHYSICALLYBASEDARGUMENTS 
The purpose of this section is to see what can be learned from physical 
considerations. 
(a) Resting Muscle. Some insight is gained by assuming the myoglobin- 
oxygen reaction is not far from equilibrium at any point. Figure 12 shows the 
hemoglobin and myoglobin dissociation curves at 37°C. Figure 13 expands 
the lower part of the myoglobin curve and gives a curve for mitochondrial 
TABLE 4 
Parameters for Modeling of Myoglobin Oxygen Diffusion 



















(1.15 x10 -6) 
cm*/sec 1.6~10~~ 
(2.0x10-5) 
mole/cm3 Torr 1.23 x 10 9 
cm3/moIe set 24~10~ 
(25.5x 109)b 
set - ’ 65 
(74)b 
[II (0.28-1.0)X 10 6 
Calc. from 0.7 x 10 - 6 
VI 





mole/cm3 set 6.8x10-9c [651 5x10-s 
5.95 x 10 s= 1651 
aAt - 37°C (values in parentheses at 40°C). 
bExtrapolated from linear plot of k versus l/T. 
‘Folkow and Halicka give 0.91 and 8 (ml O,)/(lOO g)min for oxygen consumption in 
cat soleus at rest and at maximal activity. 
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oxygen consumption assuming a Michaelis-Menten type of expression with 
K, = 0.2 Torr for PO,: 
4= PO, 
QM 0.2+ PO, . 
A number of points are obvious from Figures 12 and 13: 
(i) As PO, falls from 100 to 40 Torr from the arterial to the venous end of 
the capillary, any myoglobin next to the capillary must remain practically 
saturated. 
(ii) If the PO, at the mitochondria is about 3 Torr or more, there can be 
very little contribution from facilitated diffusion on myoglobin, because 
myoglobin is still 60% saturated at 3 Torr. As PO, falls towards 0.5 Torr, 
facilitated diffusion must increase but oxygen consumption falls little. Thus 
the myoglobin could provide a flux buffer as the PO, at the mitochondria 
falls. 
(b/ Contracting Muscle. In maximally contracting soleus the PO, at the 
venous end of the capillaries falls only to 17-18 Torr, so the adjacent 
myoglobin must remain about 90% saturated. Oxygen consumption goes up 
by a factor of 8.75. Blood flow increases by the opening of more capillaries, 
decreasing the mean diffusion path. The flow per capillary actually decreases 
during the contractile phase in a repetitively contracting muscle. For the 
gastrocnemius the venous PO, falls to about 10 Torr in maximum activity. 
The PO, at the mitochondria must fall as the oxygen consumption increases. 
During contraction the muscle fibers shorten and swell, so there must be 
some movement of the cytosol back and forth between the myofibrils, 
suggesting that convective mixing may well contribute to the oxygen trans- 
port by way of myoglobin. The diffusion coefficient of myoglobin is so low 
that a little convective mixing could have a significant effect. This would be 
difficult to model, although it might be treated as an increase in D,,. 
It is worth noting that although the reaction between myoglobin and 
oxygen is temperature dependent, it is practically insensitive to changes in 
pH or salt composition [73], so that changes in the intracellular pH during 
contraction of the muscle cell cannot affect the myoglobin-oxygen dissocia- 
tion curve. The curve of oxygen saturation of myoglobin as a function of PO, 
(Figure 12) is shifted to the right as the temperature increases [73]. 
(c) Reaction Rates and Diffusion Rates. What of the transients during 
repetitive contraction? Blood flow in capillaries decreases during the con- 
tractile phase and increases again during relaxation, so the PO, at the venous 
end of the capillaries must cycle up and down. However, the change in 
saturation of the myoglobin adjacent to the venous end of the capillary is 
small, so there may not be large transients. 
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TABLE 5 
Rate Constants for Reaction of Mb with O2 at 37°C at fixed PO, 
PO, (TN 1 10 40 100 
k,w = !f,a, PO, (set -‘) 31.68 316.8 1267.2 3168 
k,(sec-‘) 65 65 65 65 
k,w+k,(sec-‘) 96.7 381.8 1332 3233 
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Nonetheless it is worthwhile to compare reaction rates and the diffusion 
rate of myoglobin to see if the difference in forward and backward reaction 
rates can give a valving effect. Consider what happens if the PO, is suddenly 
changed from 40 to 10 or 1 Torr and then the reverse. The rate of change of 
the oxymyoglobin is given by 
$=k,(h-u)w-k,u=k,bw-(klw+kZ)u. (55) 
Table 5 gives rate constants for the forward and backward reactions at a 
number of fixed Po,‘s. Note that the forward rate is much faster than the 
backward rate at Po,‘s above 10 Torr. If w is changed suddenly and then held 
constant, Equation (55) is a linear equation with time constant k,w + k,, 
which is also given in Table 5. Table 6 gives half-times and times to 90% 
completion of reaction for cycling between 10 and 40 and between 1 and 40 
Torr. Obviously the on reaction is faster than the off reaction. However, at 
contraction rates in the range 60-6OO/min, i.e., a cycle time of l-0.1 set, 
both on and off reactions are fast enough to follow the change in PO,. It 
would take contraction frequencies greater than lOO/sec before the dif- 
ference between on and off rates would lead to a valving effect, i.e., forward 
rate fast enough to come close to equilibrium in a cycle time, but backward 
rate not fast enough to reach equilibrium, so that the mean oxygen saturation 
must be closer to that at the high PO,. Interestingly, the flight muscles of 
TABLE 6 






1 + 40 0.00052 0.00173 
10 + 40 
40+10 0.00182 0.006 
40-l 0.0072 0.0238 
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insects and hearts of small mammals and birds, which have contraction 
frequencies as high as 3OO/sec, have low levels of myoglobin. The highest 
levels of myoglobin in nondiving animals are found in muscles that undergo 
slow repeated contractions of high force at rates on the order of l/set [l]. 
For comparison with the reaction rates, the time constant for diffusion of 
myoglobin is 0,/L*, giving a t, of 0.58 set for 5 pm and 0.023 for 1 pm. 
V. MODELS OF OXYGEN DISTRIBUTION 
1. PREVIOUS WORK 
Most of the work done until quite recently on modeling blood flow and 
oxygen delivery to muscle did not specifically include myoglobin in the 
model. For recent reviews see Fletcher [74] and Kreuzer [75]. A recent study 
which did include myoglobin was that of Fletcher [70]. Fletcher used as a 
model a cylindrical tissue domain 300 pm long centered on a capillary; he 
assumed that myoglobin was diffusible throughout the tissue domain and 
that oxygen consumption was constant and uniformly distributed throughout 
the tissue, and he used a value close to the maximal oxygen consumption of 
soleus during steady state exercise. Mainwood and Rakusan [76] compared 
ATP profiles in a Krogh type model with uniform distribution of 
mitochondria [70] and one in which mitochondria are clustered near capillaries 
and ATP diffuses into the interior of the cell, but they did not consider the 
possible effects of myoglobin. 
2. MODELS 
In this section let us try to devise some models that may give insight into 
what goes on in red muscle cells that are engaged in repetitive contraction. 
To emphasize the realities with which we shall have to cope, Figure 11 is 
an idealized summary of the structure of a muscle cell in cross-section. In 
addition to the features obvious in this cross-section, remember that the 
capillaries don’t run a straight course but wander back and forth as though 
they were trying to cover the entire surface. The major features one might 
want to include in models are the subsarcolemmal mitochondria and the 
bands of intermyofibrillar mitochondria; also the banding pattern may shift 
as one moves along the fiber. 
The structural characteristics of muscle and of its blood flow suggest that 
the domain or unit of modeling should be the individual muscle fiber with its 
surrounding capillary flow and not a single capillary with a surrounding 
tissue cylinder. To bring out the effects of some of these features I propose 
we examine the following models. 
Figure 14(a) and (b) show two models which would show the effects of the 
patterned distribution of mitochondria. These are idealized cylinders square 




! rl i 
(b) 
I! i S 
FIG. 14. Diagrams of cross-sections of models proposed to study function of myoglo- 
bin in muscle fibers: i, intermyofibrillar mitochondria; s, subsarcolemmal mitochondria. 
in cross-section; oxygen consumption occurs only in the bands of inter- 
myofibrillar and subsarcolemmal mitochondria. Assume a uniform con- 
centration of myoglobin which can diffuse freely throughout these cells. The 
boundary conditions are that PO, is uniform around the perimeter of the 
cells. In a first model using these structural features, set the PO, at constant 
level or have it fluctuate sinusoidally so as to reflect the changes in PO, at the 
FIG. 15. Model with cylindrical symmetry; subsarcolemmal mitochondria and uni- 
formly distributed mitochondria inside muscle cell. 
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venous end of a capillary during repetitive contraction. If this is manageable, 
the next step will be to introduce the blood flow along the longitudinal 
direction as a thin film flowing down the length of such a fiber. 
Another model, to show the effect of the subsarcolemmal mitochondria, is 
diagrammed in Figure 15. In this cylindrical muscle cell, assume the oxygen 
consumption is uniformly distributed in the interior of the cell, but retain the 
subsarcolemmal mitochondria. Again, in a first study the PO, could be taken 
to be uniform around the periphery but changing sinusoidally with time to 
simulate the effect of contraction; later, blood flow in the longitudinal 
direction could be introduced. 
VI. GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS 
Mb, Hb = myoglobin and hemoglobin, respectively 
x =distance into a membrane, from left surface, cm 
L = thickness of membrane, cm 
u = concentration of non-oxygen-carrying myoglobin or hemoglobin 
binding sites for oxygen, mole/cm3 
u = concentration of oxygen-carrying binding sites, mole/cm3 
b =u + v, a constant 
w = concentration of free oxygen, mole/cm3 
D,, D,, 0,. = diffusion coefficients for U, v and w respectively, cm2/sec. 
k, = rate constant for formation of oxymyoglobin, i.e. 
k, 
Mb+02 + Mbo,, 
cm3/mole sec. 
k, = rate constant for dissociation of oxymyoglobin, i.e. 
k= 
Mbo, + Mb-to,, 
set-’ 
k; =forward rate constant for oxygen-binding sites of hemoglobin 
for addition of i th oxygen, the intrinsic forward rate constant, 
cm3/mole set 
k; = backward intrinsic rate constant for dissociation of i th oxygen 
from oxyhemoglobin 
J, = total flux of oxygen crossing membrane, constant in the steady 
state, mole/cm2 set 
Jo = diffusive flux of oxygen 
JF = facilitated flux of oxygen, J, = JF + Jo 
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PO, PL = partial pressures of oxygen at left and right sides of membrane, 
respectively (the units, Torr, are practically the same as mmHg) 
(Y, = solubility of oxygen, mole/cm3 Torr 
w, =asPo 
G = conductance of surface layer, mole/cm’secTorr 
11 = viscosity 
q = oxygen consumption by muscle as function of partial pressure of 
oxygen ( Po2), mole/cm3 set 
Q, = maximal oxygen consumption: 
P 02 
‘=‘, PO>+ K, 









c2 = l/ay 
P=I/Y 
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